Event Name: Wildcat Experience Package

Date: Saturday, October 9, 2021

Start Time: 12:00am

End Time: 12:00pm

Description:

Experience the Wildcat Life at Family Weekend! This package contains Dinner and a drink (non-alcoholic), UA lanyard, unlimited access to the Family Weekend photo booth and a Family Weekend clear bag!

Sponsor:

Date: October 9, 2021

Start Time: 12:00am

End Time: 12:00pm

Description:

Family Weekend is the perfect time to visit your student, learn more about campus life, and create special memories. Join us for a festive pre-game Family Fun Zone Tailgate that will include food, entertainment, Wildcat spirit, and a good time for our parents and families while visiting with their student. Our Arizona Wildcats will host the UCLA Bruins, tickets can be purchased [here](#).

This event will be hosted on the UArizona Mall just steps away from the historic Arizona Stadium on Saturday, October 9, 2021. Football game time will be announced two weeks prior to the game based on the NCAA schedule.

Family Fun Tailgate cost includes:

- Adult Ticket ages (6+) $20.00
- Youth Ticket $10.00

What’s included in the Family Weekend Registration Fee:

- dinner and beverage- which includes Signature hamburger, hotdog, or vegan burger, fruit cup, chips, dessert
- clear stadium bag
- access to signature Family Weekend photo booth
- access to exclusive vendors including the AZ BookStores pop up store
- entertainment (DJ)
- access to Family Fun Zone activities
- No-host bar will be available in exclusive Tailgate area

Stadium Policies:
Arizona Athletics has instituted a clear bag policy for all of its venues and events. The policy limits the size and type of bags that may be brought into our venues. The following is a list of bags that will be accepted for entry:

- Bags that are clear plastic or vinyl and do not exceed 12” x 6” x 12”
- One-gallon clear plastic freezer bags (Ziploc bag or similar)
- Small clutch bags, approximately the size of a hand, after being searched
- Exceptions will be made for medically necessary items after proper inspection, including but not limited to oxygen tanks, diabetes kits, allergy pens, etc.

Prohibited bags include but are not limited to:

- Purses larger than a clutch
- Briefcases
- Backpacks
- Fanny packs
- Diaper bags
- Cinch bags
- Luggage of any kind
- Long golf umbrellas
- Cooler bags
- Computer bags
- Camera bags
- Non-approved seat cushions including large traditional seat cushions that have pockets, zippers, compartments or covers
- Any bag larger than the permissible size, unless credentialed personnel carrying such belonging have been thoroughly searched

NOTE: Prohibited bags may not be placed in a clear bag in order to gain entry. The clear bag is to be used as a substitute for any bag that appears on the prohibited list.

This is not a restriction on items you were previously allowed to bring into our venues; it is only a restriction on the type of container used to carry items. Souvenir cups, unopened water, Kleenex and personal items will all be permitted into the arena if carried in one bag that meets the criteria listed above.

Personal items may be enclosed in a small clutch bag, approximately the size of a hand. These small bags will be searched.

The no food and beverage policy will remain in effect, however, medically necessary items will be permitted after proper inspection.

Location: University of Arizona Mall (Main Campus)

Cost: $20.00
Signature Event: Other

Location: University of Arizona Mall (Main Campus)

Sponsor:

Cost: 20.00
Event Name: Family Fun Zone Tailgate

Date: Saturday, October 9, 2021

Start Time: 12:00am

End Time: 12:00pm

Description:

Family Weekend is the perfect time to visit your student, learn more about campus life, and create special memories. Join us for a festive pre-game Family Fun Zone Tailgate that will include food, entertainment, Wildcat spirit, and a good time for our parents and families while visiting with their student. Our Arizona Wildcats will host the UCLA Bruins, tickets can be purchased here.

This event will be hosted on the UA Arizona Mall just steps away from the historic Arizona Stadium on Saturday, October 9, 2021. Football game time will be announced two weeks prior to the game based on the NCAA schedule.

Please note: Tailgate start time will be announced two weeks prior to Family Weekend when the NCAA determines the football game time.

Family Fun Tailgate:

General Admission to Exclusive Tailgate: $5.00

Wildcat Experience Package Adult Ticket ages (6+) $20.00

Wildcat Experience Package Youth Ticket $10.00

General Admission includes:

- Access to Family Fun Zone games and activities
- Access to exclusive vendors including the AZ BookStores pop up store
- Entertainment (DJ)
- Non-alcoholic drink
- No-host bar will be available in exclusive Tailgate area

What's included in the Wildcat Experience Package:

- General Admission to Tailgate
- Dinner-Bear Down Burger, or vegan burger or hotdog, fruit cup, chips, dessert, condiments and a drink
- Clear Family Weekend signature stadium bag
- Access to exclusive vendors including the AZ BookStores pop up store
- Entertainment (DJ)
- Non-alcoholic drink
- No-host bar will be available in exclusive Tailgate area
- Unlimited access to Family Weekend photo booth
- Access to Family Fun Zone games and activities
**Location:** University of Arizona Mall (Main Campus)

**Sponsor:**

**Cost:** $5.00, $10.00 or $20.00